ADDENDUM

Reference:- Commission’s Advertisement No.08/2018 Dated 01.09.2018 & addendum dated 10.10.2018 for recruitment to the post of Personal Assistant Grade-II (PA-II), Group-C Non-Gazetted under GA (P&T) Department, Govt. of Tripura.

The State Government has amended the Tripura Secretariat Service Rules, 1989 (10th Amendment) Rules, 2018 as follows:-

1. Amendment of Rules 7:
   (3) In sub-clause (a) & (b) of clause (vi) of sub-rule (2) of Rule 7 of the Tripura Secretariat Service Rules, 1989 (hereinafter referred to as Principal Rules), the expression “Type Test” shall be substituted with the expression “Computer Test with an accurate speed of 40 words per minute”;

2. Amendment of Rule 10.
   (2)Clause (ii) of sub-rule(a) of Rule 10* of the Principal Rules, shall be substituted with the following:-
   “(ii) must have passed the Higher Secondary (+2 Stage) examination or equivalent from a recognized Board/University with the knowledge of typing in Computer with an accurate speed of 40 words per minute along with basic Computer knowledge."

(2) Para below in clause (iii) of sub-rule (a) of Rule 10 of the Principal Rules, 1989, the following expression shall be substituted:-

“ In case of SC/ST candidate, who do not initially qualify in the typing test but figure high in the merit list otherwise will be given further opportunity to pass type test within 6(six) months. Accordingly, they will be given conditional offer of appointment. They will be appointed only after passing the type test.”

Intending candidates may apply in the Commission’s prescribed format. Last date of receipt of applications has been extended up to 30.11.2018.

All other terms and conditions will remain unchanged and will be as on 30.11.2018.

For further details please visit www.tpsc.gov.in

Sd/-
03.11.18
(S. Mog)
Secretary
Tripura Public Service Commission.